Evolving target volume concepts in locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer
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Abstract: Radiotherapy (RT) target volume concepts for locally advanced lung cancer have been under discussion for years. Although they may be as important as treatment doses, many aspects of them are still based on conventions, which, due to the paucity of prospective data, rely on long-term practice or on clinical knowledge and experience (e.g., on patterns of spread or recurrence). However, in recent years, large improvements have been made in medical imaging and molecular imaging methods have been implemented, which are of great interest in RT. For lung cancer, in recent years, 18F-fluoro-desoxy-glucose (FDG)-positron-emission tomography (PET)/computed tomography (CT) has shown a superior diagnostic accuracy as compare to conventional imaging and has become an indispensable standard tool for diagnostic workup, staging and response assessment. This offers the chance to optimize target volume concepts in relation to modern imaging. While actual recommendations as the EORTC or ESTRO-ACROP guidelines already include imaging standards, the recently published PET-Plan trial prospectively investigated conventional versus imaging guided target volumes in relation to patient outcome. The results of this trial may help to further refine standards. The current review gives a practical overview on procedures for pre-treatment imaging and target volume delineation in locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in synopsis of the procedures established by the PET-Plan trial with the actual EORTC and ACROP guidelines.
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Introduction

In recent years, radiotherapy (RT) has been revolutionized technically by the implementation of highly precise treatment applications and increasingly conformal irradiation technology. In combination with modern systemic treatments like chemotherapy, targeted therapy and now also immunotherapy, this offers the opportunity for increased tumor control, less toxicity, and therefore improved outcomes for many cancer patients, including those with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). Beyond the doses themselves, the beneficial effect of RT and RT dose escalation is dependent on a well-chosen target volume. Whilst the choice of a target volume may be relatively simple for small targets, e.g., in routine stereotactic RT, it becomes increasingly challenging in expanded locoregional treatment landscapes. Here, assumptions on microscopic
spread must be made and the risk of tumor recurrence must be balanced against the risk of severe side effects to larger normal tissue volumes exposed. As known from prospective clinical trials, e.g., in head and neck or rectal cancer, adequate target volume delineation has an impact on tumor control and toxicity (1).

In many extra-thoracic tumors, larger target volumes result in bigger volumes of irradiated normal tissues with more or less tolerable but not necessarily life threatening side effects, therefore impairing long term quality of life. In the context of RT of locally advanced lung cancer, the definition of target volumes is crucially relevant, as both tumor progression and side effects of RT maybe the consequence of inadequate delineations and soon be life threatening to the patient. Due to the high radiation sensitivity of normal tissues in the chest, it is therefore a technical challenge to safely apply adequate RT treatment doses (2), while the poor outcome, of which beyond systemic spread local recurrence is one of the main issues (3), mandates more effective treatment (4,5).

Although important, many RT target volume concepts are still based on old conventions, which rely on established practice or on clinical experience (e.g., on patterns of spread or recurrence) and on imaging standards from previous decades. In general, the translation of those old standards into three-dimensional (3D) target volumes for modern RT techniques has resulted in largely variable clinical practice, which has e.g. been demonstrated at the example of head and neck tumors (6). The gross tumor volume (GTV) may be clearer to define but is still a challenge in many cases. The variability largely furthermore affects clinical target volume (CTV) concepts, which are designed to cover assumed microscopic tumour spread. Due to the lack of prospective data, resulting guidelines often need to be based on consensus in this context.

Alongside the technical achievements in RT, large improvements have also been made in imaging. Molecular imaging methods such as positron-emission tomography (PET) have now been implemented, which in contrast to anatomical imaging, for example, computed tomography (CT), depict metabolic processes that are typical in certain aspects of tumor growth and are therefore of great interest in RT. For lung cancer, in recent years, PET/CT with 18F-fluoro-deoxy-glucose (FDG) has shown a superior diagnostic accuracy as compared to conventional imaging (7). It has therefore become an indispensable standard tool for diagnostic workup and staging and a useful modality for response assessment.

The current process of re-examining standards offers the chance to optimise target volume concepts in relation to modern imaging. With those, (I) the improved imaging of primary tumors and affected nodes could impact the delineation of the GTV and (II) improved accuracy in detecting or excluding the microscopic spread to neighboring tissues or nodes might inform new—potentially reduced—CTV concepts.

**Sources of current standards**

Due to the high clinical need, various initiatives have addressed the standardization of RT treatment planning and target volume delineation in locally advanced NSCLC. The series recommendations of the European Organization for Research on Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) on radiotherapy of NSCLC date back to 2004 (8) with a the last edition having been published in 2017 (9). The recommendations address pre-treatment workup including patient positioning, imaging and motion management, RT treatment planning including target volumes definition and dose constraints as well as treatment delivery for SBRT and fractionated RT of NSCLC and SCLC. The recommendations have evolved over time, always giving an up-to-date view on current developments.

The ESTRO-ACROP committee is part of a quality initiative of the European SocieTy for Radiotherapy and Oncology (ESTRO), aiming at a standardization of RT procedures throughout Europe. The committee was initiated by the ESTRO to develop a guideline for target volume delineation in standard clinical scenarios like definitive (chemo)radiotherapy (RT) and adjuvant RT for locally advanced NSCLC. The group reviewed current literature and developed practice guidelines using a structured questionnaire followed by a consensus process with discussion and voting procedure. The resulting detailed recommendations (10) address diagnostics and imaging, treatment planning including imaging, target volume delineation, motion management, organs at risk as well as responsibilities and organization. In many points, this guideline is in line with the EORTC recommendations and beyond this gives detailed hints for daily practice.

Among the key literature, which has informed those recommendations, is the work of two expert groups organized by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), who reviewed literature and gave recommendations in recent years. In 2006 (11), an IAEA expert group reviewed the literature and provided evidence and recommendations.
on the use of FDG-PET in RT for NSCLC. The method had just become widely available and beyond its diagnostic advantages, it was clear that FDG-PET scans might be very useful in the context of RT-treatment planning. The experts identified a high potential of integrated recent FDG-PET/CT in RT treatment position to be helpful in RT treatment planning. In follow up of this initiative, in 2014 (12), updated practice recommendations were given and the PERTAIN trial (13) was initiated, of which the preliminary results were published in 2019. In comparison with a historic cohort, the investigators showed an improvement of OS and PFS for advanced NSCLC by the introduction of quality controlled FDG-PET/CT guided treatment.

In 2008, another IAEA expert group addressed the question of elective nodal irradiation (ENI) in locally advanced NSCLC (14). Before this, somehow independent from the use of PET scans and in clear contrast to the current standards for other solid tumors, in the early 2000s, it had been proposed to omit ENI, i.e., the treatment of unaffected but neighboring nodal stations for suspected microscopic spread in favor for involved field radiotherapy (IFRT). In the light of some mainly retrospective evidence and due to the chance to reduce toxicity and escalate tumor doses by smaller RT volumes, the IAEA experts favored the omission of ENI and recommended prospective clinical trials on FDG-PET based dose escalation with volume reduction to investigate the benefit of the smaller volumes in terms of increased tumor control and/or reduced toxicity. The approach of omission of elective nodes was then supported by three randomized single-center trials from China (15-17), with no or limited PET scanning. A meta-analysis with the endpoint of elective nodal failure mainly based on these three studies and three more recent smaller cohort studies (of which one trial used PET scanning) did not show difference between IFRT and ENI (18).

In 2019, Schild et al. (19) published a pooled analysis investigating the impact of target volumes and treatment dose in a large cohort of patients, who participated in sixteen North American cooperative group trials of concurrent chemo-radiotherapy (CRT). The authors investigated, if RT field design strategy (ENI, mainly from more recent trials versus involved-field, IFRT, mainly from older trials) and dosing (60 versus ≥60 Gy) were of relevance for toxicity and outcome. IFRT was associated with less, higher RT doses with more toxicity, and IFRT with 60 Gy was associated with more favorable overall survival and less toxicity than was ENI or higher RT doses. However, PET was required in only one more recent trial using IFRT and due to the lack of data, the relation of the use of PET scanning with outcome could not be assessed.

Still, although FDG-PET/CT is the most accurate non-invasive diagnostic method for staging of lung cancer presently available, which especially has a high negative predictive value (20). However, with a lower positive predictive value, its diagnostic accuracy is not perfect. Therefore, PET based RT-planning still bears a possible threat of impairing local or locoregional control by too excessive restriction of GTVs (21) and by non-irradiation of FDG-negative nodal spread (22) in too restricted CTVs. In the light of this limited evidence, the recently published PET-Plan trial (23) was initiated in 2006 to provide quality-assured prospective multicenter data assessing outcome and toxicity after the use of PET scans and the reduction of target volumes and dose escalation together.

In this prospective randomized trial, 205 patients were randomized from 24 centers in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Patients with inoperable locally advanced NSCLC suitable for radio-chemotherapy having inoperable stage II or III tumors, suitable for CRT were included. In the conventional study arm A, target volumes were informed by FDG-PET and CT plus ENI. In the experimental study arm B they were informed by FDG-PET alone (Figure 1). Other than in former trials mainly aiming at the safety of ENI, in this trial, investigating an even more restricted target volume concept, an isotoxic dose escalation between 60 and 74 Gy was performed and its primary endpoint was time to locoregional progression (LRP) with the objective to show non-inferiority of experimental arm B. As a result, the mean escalated total RT reference dose was significantly higher in the experimental arm B compared to arm A. For the primary endpoint LRP, non-inferiority of experimental arm B was confirmed and furthermore the risk of LRP in this study arm was nearly halved with no difference regarding overall survival, out-of-field recurrence and toxicity.

**Synopsis and update of recommendations**

From these sources, the following section gives a practical summary of current recommendations and shows the potential impact of the PET-Plan trial in on some crucial points of imaging, RT-preparation and GTV- and CTV-delineation of locally advanced NSCLC.

**Imaging and treatment preparation**

For preparation of curative-intent RT or chemo-RT...
in patients with NSCLC, according to the ACROP committee, a diagnostic CT scan with intravenous (IV) contrast and a diagnostic whole body FDG-PET-CT are considered mandatory, as FDG-PET has a higher diagnostic accuracy, when compared to CT alone (24) for the detection of lymph node metastases.

The acquisition protocol should undergo institutional standardization (25), when PET data are co-registered with anatomical imaging for RT planning. The FDG-PET-CT scan should be performed within 3 weeks before start of treatment (12). PET-CT information may otherwise become outdated (26) with increasing time to treatment (27-29). As even one cycle of chemotherapy (30) can lead to a decrease in FDG-uptake, residual post-chemotherapy FDG-accumulations should not be used as the only source of information for the delineation of the gross tumour volume. When sequential chemotherapy is followed by definitive RT, it is highly recommended to perform a first FDG-PET-CT scan before induction chemotherapy and a repeat chest CT with IV iodine contrast prior to the start of RT. If this is not done, the pre-chemotherapy-CT scan might inform GTV-delineation better than post-chemotherapy-PET.

For the diagnosis of nodal involvement, additional tests should be considered beyond imaging. For radiologically enlarged lymph nodes (short axis ≥ 1 cm on the CT scan) or lymph nodes with increased focal FDG uptake on FDG-PET-CT, biopsy (histology, cytology) is recommended, if it has impact on target volume definition.

In the context of the PET-Plan trial, PET-reading in preparation of RT-planning was investigated (31). An expert panel, which was prospectively installed performing blinded reviews of mediastinal NSCLC involvement in FDG-PET/CT for all study patients, showed a high initial reporting inter-observer disagreement. Therefore, an interventional harmonization process was performed. After refinement of reading criteria, the agreement improved substantially and persistent. Subjective uncertainty was highly predictive for low agreement.

Reading variability was identified to be a major problem, possibly related to many factors, e.g., education, experience and the complexity of cases. This fact may lead to variable target volume delineations between individuals and centers, especially concerning the inclusion of nodal areas and mandates standardization. For this, joint discussion between radiation oncology and imaging with agreement on detailed reading and reporting criteria may be of help. As the subjective uncertainty of the observers is predictive for low inter-observer agreement, it should be communicated and included in decisions of critical parts of target volumes. In practice, while sensitive reading of PET scans in the context of restricted target volumes is highly recommended,
uncertain findings in nodal areas with low pre-test probability, e.g., a contralateral hilum, can be excluded from the target volumes, if they would lead to compromises in applicable treatment doses and/or make curative intent treatment impossible.

Furthermore, a larger part of the disagreements was related to the varying anatomical allocation of given findings, the communication of pathologic findings by annotated images rather than by written reports, as it has been proposed by Bayne et al. (32) is therefore recommended.

**Planning-CT scan**

According to the ACROP and EORTC recommendations, a CT scan in treatment position is mandatory at the time of planning which should use IV iodine contrast to help delineation of the primary tumour and lymph node target volume and the organs at risk. The assessment of respiratory motion on a respiratory-correlated 4D-CT scan is recommended and its details are beyond the scope of this review.

The recommended specific planning-PET-CT scan should be done in RT-planning position. Here, according to EORTC and ACROP recommendations, the equipment used for patient immobilization should be identical between CT and PET scans scanning and treatment. Before delineation, the quality of the co-registration should be checked. The reason is, that patient movements may lead to incorrect hardware fusion, even when using a PET-CT machine. Caution is furthermore advised in using non-rigid registration algorithms (33), which have not been evaluated in the context of RT-planning. To avoid wrong co-registration with consecutive incorrect contouring, additional imaging datasets should not be co-registered in the treatment planning system when they have not been acquired in planning position. Those should rather be viewed side by side for selection of pathologic structures.

The PET-Plan procedures are basically in line with these recommendations. According of the experience of many study centers, ideally, the CT scan of the PET/CT should be used as Planning-CT.

**GTV definition**

According to both EORTC and ACROP recommendations, the delineation of the GTV should be based on both recent CT and FDG-PET information. As the measured diameter of tumors in lung or mediastinum is dependent on the display window chosen to analyze CT slices (34), CT-based delineation with standardized window settings is recommended.

Here, the GTV of the primary tumor and nodal GTVs should be drawn separately, if anatomically distinguishable. The best concordance between measured and actual diameters and volumes for CT will be reached with the settings: W =1,600 and L =600 HU (Hounsfield Units) for parenchyma, and W =400 and L =20 HU (Hounsfield Units) for mediastinum. This lung window setting should be used to delineate tumors surrounded by lung tissue while the mediastinum window setting for the delineation of lymph nodes and primary tumors invading the mediastinum or chest wall.

For the use of FDG-PET scans for GTV-delineation, the following recommendations apply: a simple and widely used approach for FDG based target volume definition is visual contouring at standardized window setting with a clinical protocol that integrates all relevant information together with the reports of the nuclear medicine physician and radiologist (33). Even when PET is co-registered with CT, any approach other than that should be used with caution in experienced centers. When there automatic contouring algorithms are used (even “simple” SUV- or percent-thresholding), those should be calibrated and their results should always be validated in clinical routine, e.g., versus well visible findings in CT.

In the PET-Plan trial, e.g., the implementation of a standardized individually calibrated contrast-oriented semi-automatic contouring algorithm (35,36), which had undergone multi-center calibration (37), was encouraged and it was used for the majority of cases as a starting point for GTV-contouring. Enlargement, e.g., by CT information, but not reduction of this volume by the user was allowed. In the other cases, visual contouring in cooperation between radiation oncology and diagnostic imaging colleagues was performed.

Up to the publication of recent EORTC recommendations and the ACROP guideline, the use of FDG-PET scans to differentiate tumour from atelectasis has not been subject to pathological or clinical studies. However, due to clinical plausibility it was recommended that regions of atelectasis visible on the CT image beyond the edge of the increased FDG uptake may be excluded from the GTV (12). In the PET-Plan trial, one of the differences between the study arms was the in- vs. exclusion of tumor-associated atelectasis. Concluded from the non-inferiority of the experimental study arm B (where
atelectasis beyond the FDG-based GTV was not part of the target volume) and no difference seen between study arms in terms of out-field recurrences, there is now additional evidence supporting this recommendation.

Generally, the delineation of nodal GTVs is recommended in the process of target volume delineation. According to ACROP recommendations, accurate delineation and correct identification of the anatomy is well supported by the use of a CT scan with IV contrast. Beyond nodes that are enlarged in CT (update: see below), lymph nodes proven malignant by biopsy or considered pathological on PET (focal accumulation above blood pool) are delineated as GTV. Accounting for the inter-observer variation in the reporting of FDG-positive mediastinal nodes, in equivocal cases, a node should rather be included than excluded in the GTV (see above). Lymph nodes that are FDG-PET-positive and negative by endoscopic bronchial ultrasound (EBUS) or endoscopic esophageal ultrasound (EUS) should be included in the GTV due to the fact that the false negative rates of EBUS/EUS are relatively high (22). PET positive nodes may be omitted, if there is clear non-malignant biopsy explanation for the FDG positivity (22,38).

With regard to the results of the PET-Plan trial, no difference in the rate of out-field recurrences was seen, when nodes, that were enlarged by CT but FDG-negative were not included in the target volume. As smaller treatment volumes may improve local control or reduce toxicity, this approach, more restrictive than former recommendations, should be followed.

Concerning the situation, that a GTV may be drawn after chemotherapy, care must be taken. In FDG-PET/CT, false negative findings may lead to geographic miss and an undertreatment of vital tumor tissue. Here the ACROP committee recommend that the GTV of the primary tumor after induction chemotherapy should be based on current CT imaging. For information, pre-chemotherapy imaging (including PET-CT) should also be considered. The EORTC recommendations propose that the use of co-registered pre-treatment and planning CT and/or PET-CT scans can enable a more accurate reconstruction of pre-chemotherapy target volumes (39).

Nodal CTVs
Generally, all sources recommend that when delineating nodal stations, an atlas, e.g., the TNM Atlas 8th edition should be used as a basis for lymph node region definition. Ideally, the institutional standard should use a 3D illustration (46).

For the delineation nodal CTVs, the ACROP committee discussed two options:
Option 1 includes the whole anatomically defined lymph node stations. Practically, it is the inclusion of the whole pathologically affected lymph node station including at least a 5–8 mm margin around the nodal GTV. This option has been used in the PET-Plan trial. Its safety as to outfield recurrences has therefore been prospectively shown.

Option 2 means the geometric expansion of the nodal GTV. Practically, the nodal GTV is expanded to the CTV in analogy to the primary tumor (5–8 mm). As described above, the margin may be tailored according to the size of lymph nodes or histology of the primary tumor (see above) but care should be taken with respect to neighboring normal organs (e.g., esophagus) in order to not increase toxicity. Although this approach may somehow appear logical, its safety has not been prospectively tested. A source
of error may especially lie in interpretation of inconclusive findings, which is well illustrated by the above-mentioned panel harmonization process of the PET-Plan trial. Beyond reading differences, a large percentage of incongruent imaging reports in this analysis were found to be caused by anatomical discrepancies. Therefore, this option should only be used by experts or groups, who are well experienced in the interpretation of CT and FDG-PET images and who have a well-established communication between imaging and radiation oncology about those.

As to the question of ENI, the EORTC group recommends that ENI is not indicated in any patient group that receives curative or radical doses of RT for inoperable NSCLC (47,48). The ACROP committee adds that beyond nodal CTVs as cited above, elective inclusion of the hilum and/or neighboring nodal lymph node stations can be considered. Inclusion of uninvolved areas between involved stations (especially the hilum) is optional.

Here, the PET-Plan trial leads to an update of evidence. By restricting nodal CTVs to the FDG-PET positive nodal stations only ENI does not lead to an improved outcome nor to more safety towards out-field recurrence or toxicity. It should therefore be omitted.

Summary delineation procedure
As to the PET-Plan procedures, the following process for GTV and CTV delineation may be followed in locally advanced NSCLC (see also: Table 1, Figure 1):

Firstly, the GTV of the primary tumor should be delineated based on recent FDG-PET in a well coregistered planning CT, the use of a locally validated semiautomatic algorithm may ease this process (36,37). Manual adjustments to enlarge but not reduce the tumor contour according to CT morphology are possible, but FDG-negative atelectasis should not be included. Then, this GTV should be expanded into all directions by at least 2 mm. The institutional rationale for the size of the GTV-CTV-margin may depend on the interpretation of the PET signal, as being derived from well coregistered 3D PET, it may include some effects of movement blurring.

For nodal CTVs, FDG-positive LNs (according to sensitive reading) should be allocated to the respective Mountain-Dresler LN levels and those should be delineated in accordance with a contouring atlas. Respect should be taken to any anatomic changes, e.g., when grossly enlarged nodes exceed the boundaries of atlas structures. LN levels, which are not involved according to PET but confirmed by biopsy, should also be included in the CTV.

Radiotherapy quality assurance (RTQA)
In the context of recent trials, namely after the unexpected results of the RTOG 0617 trial, the question of RTQA impacting tumor control and normal tissue toxicity was increasingly put into attention. Several groups have addressed the importance of heart doses in this context, another question may be PTV coverage when trying to achieve dose escalation. As a negative effect of higher doses was not seen in the analysis of the PET-Plan trial so far, this may have been related to the rigorous QA programme of that trial, which led to encouragingly low rate of RTQA non-compliance as compared to literature. The standardization addressed imaging and planning procedures (37,49) FDG-PET/CT scan reading for use in RT planning (31), physical RT planning and application, and reading of follow-up imaging. With increasing complexity of treatment technologies, there is also an increasing role of institutional and multicenter QA for good RT practice. This importance is also addressed by the ACROP committee recommending the development of institutional standards, hands-on training and a peer-reviewed quality assurance process.

Open questions and new developments
Growing importance of volume independent from dose in times of immunotherapy?

The PET-Plan trial was designed around the same time and conducted in a similar population to the RTOG 0617 trial, although the focus was different. In RTOG 0617 (50), combined CRT (partly with cetuximab) and high RT doses of 74 vs. 60 Gy did not lead to improved outcome. Dose range and normal tissue constraints were comparable between both trials. However, in the setting of PET-Plan, individual investigators were not obligated to give the highest dose to pre-defined patients, but could decide on the highest plannable dose while keeping mandatory normal tissue constraints. Other differences between both trials involve the systemic treatment component used and imaging in follow up. Overall, in contrast to RTOG 0617, in the PET-Plan trial, negative effects of high RT treatment doses on survival or toxicity were not observed. However, although an improved local control in the experimental arm was noted, it could not be demonstrated that this effect was positively related to dose.

The retrospective analysis of Schild et al. (19) also showed improved local control in reduced target volumes not necessarily related to dose. So, it may be, that other...
reasons like volume size or location are involved. With today’s knowledge about tumor-immuno-interactions, one may discuss, if target volume restriction, independently from treatment dose, may be beneficial, as long as the macroscopic tumor and affected nodes are safely targeted. One may speculate that a reduction of CTVs could contribute to optimum RT-induced immune stimulation by omitting the irradiation of draining lymph nodes (51). A hint towards this may be, that it has been shown in the context of stereotactic radiotherapy (SBRT)—somehow an extreme example of target volume restriction—that the experimental addition of mediastinal irradiation led to unfavorable immune effects (51). It has further been shown in esophageal cancer, that the extent of lymphopenia, which was related to mean body radiation exposure, is predictive for the results of radiochemotherapy (52). Therefore—beyond normal tissue toxicity reduction—target volume concepts which reduce irradiation of unaffected normal tissues may have beneficial immune-effects, especially when they contain immunologically important structures.

This may become an even more crucial issue with new combination therapies as recently improved overall survival by adding the PD-L1 inhibitor durvalumab after concurrent CRT has been shown (53). With an improved systemic treatment component, progression of macroscopic tumor still remains a threat and therefore an optimum local treatment component for inoperable patients is important to further improve outcomes. On the other side, along with the increasing potential of systemic treatment to treat microscopic spread, the concentration of RT on the macroscopic tumor makes increasing sense. As beneficial effects of immunotherapy are also seen for operable patients with more being awaited, adjuvant and neoadjuvant RT will also be facing changes in the future. However, this is beyond the scope of our review but more information can be found in the article on immunogenic cell death in this issue of TLCR.

### Beyond lung cancer

The concept of imaging-based target volume restriction may not only be of interest for lung cancer patients. In cancer survivors, although not life-threatening, late RT toxicity significantly impairs quality of life, e.g., after definitive RT treatment of head and neck (54) or pelvic tumors (55). Late normal tissue effects may not only be related to irradiation of the tumor site itself but also to relatively large traditional CTVs intended to cover microscopic spread. As oncologically favorable outcomes are often seen despite considerable disagreement about appropriate CTVs (6), some parts of those may not be required and some late toxicity may therefore be avoidable.

---

**Table 1** Practical tips for FDG-PET based target volume contouring in locally advanced NSCLC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do only coregister a PET/CT scan for contouring in a planning system, if it was acquired in RT treatment position. If not, view images separately side by side</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Check co-registration of PET and CT before planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be careful: systemic treatment like chemotherapy may lead to false negative findings in FDG-PET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The PET-scan should be read sensitive (i.e., equivocal lesions should be regarded as tumor, especially in high-risk-regions) when used to design FDG-PET restricted target volumes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not include FDG-negative atelectasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not include FDG-negative enlarged lymph nodes, unless pathologically positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTV-contours derived from PET should not be smaller than those generated by CT, unless tumor or nodes are not clearly visible there, e.g., because of atelectasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When contouring in 3D-PET scan, blurring might be included in PET-contour and CTV margins may then be reduced to, e.g., 2 mm. Check this with findings, that can be seen both in CT and PET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If automatic contouring is applied, use locally validated method, otherwise do manual contouring together with imaging specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For nodal CTV-volumes it is the safer option to include whole anatomically defined nodal stations. If including pathologic nodes only, make sure that decision is diagnostically safe and apply adequate CTV-margin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; PET, positron-emission tomography; CT, computed tomography; FDG, 18F-fluoro-desoxy-glucose; GTV, gross tumor volume; CTV, clinical target volume.
Prospective trials on imaging-based target volume restriction will enhance progress in this field. However, optimum imaging may not always be FDG-PET or CT. For every tumor and clinical scenario, for revision of CTV concepts, the imaging literature must be reviewed for diagnostic data, which are robust enough to inform target volume reduction. Whilst in NSCLC, FDG-PET/CT presently appears to be the optimal method, this may not be the case in other tumors like prostate cancer or glioma, where other methods, such as multi-parametric MRI and PET/CT with prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) (56) or amino acid PET (57) may be the imaging tools of choice.
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